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Digital Images

A digital image (bitmap) is a numeric representation of a
two-dimensional image. In a digital image, there is a finite set
of digital values, called pixels.

Binary images (each pixel has value 0 or 1)

Grayscale images (each pixel is an integer from 0 to 255)

Color (RGB) images (each pixel is 3-dimension vector)

Multi-Spectral images(each pixel is multi-dimension (> 3)
vector)

· · ·

We will focus on grayscale images and color images.



Digital Images – Grayscale Images

A grayscale image can be considered as a matrix. Each entry is
a pixel whose value is an integer from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
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Digital Images – Color (RGB) Images

Each pixel in a color (RGB) image is a 3-dimensional vector
(RGB value). It can be considered as 3 matrices for 3 color
channels. Each matrix is similar as a grayscale image.
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Retinex Theory – Color Constancy

Color recorded by an image depends on the reflectance of
objects and illumination conditions.

Human visual system perceives constant color under
varying illumination conditions.



Retinex Theory – Color Constancy

Adelson’s checker shadow illusion Logvinenko’s illusion
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Retinex Theory

Formulated by Edwin H. Land

Retinex = Retina + Cortex

Explain how human visual system perceives color



Retinex Theory

The visual system performs the same computation in each
of 3 independent color channels (RGB)

In each channel, the intensity signal I is proportional to
the product of surface reflectance R and illumination E

Human visual system discounts illumination



Retinex Theory

In each color channel and at each pixel x:

I(x) = R(x)E(x)

or

i(x) = r(x) + e(x)

I and i = log(I): intensity

R and r = log(R): reflectance

E and e = log(E): illumination



Retinex Theory
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Basic assumptions

Goal: to recover reflectance R or r.

reflectance r changes sharply

illumination e changes smoothly



Basic assumptions

Take gradient

∇i = ∇r +∇e

∇r is sparse

∇e is relatively small



Basic assumptions

About gradient

∇i = (∇xi,∇yi)

∇xi is the partial derivative in the x-direction.

∇xi(p1, p2) = i(p1 + 1, p2)− i(p1, p2)

∇yi is the partial derivative in the y-direction.

∇yi(p1, p2) = i(p1, p2 + 1)− i(p1, p2)



Basic assumption

1-D example:

i = r + e

∇i = ∇r + ∇e



Related works

Morel et al., PDE model

Ma and Osher, TV/NLTV-Bregman model

Ma, et al., L1-based model



PDE model

−→
↓ δt

←−



PDE model

δt(∇i) = (τt(∇xi), τt(∇yi))

τt(s) =

{

s if s ≥ t

0 if s < t

∇r ≈ δt(∇i)

∆r̂ = divδt(∇i)



PDE model

Equivalent to minimize an L2 norm:

r̂ = argmin
r

∫

|∇r − δt(∇i)|
2



Other models

The TV/NLTV regularized models and the L1-based model are
similar. For example, the L1-based model is

r̂ = argmin
r

∫

√

(∇xr − τt(∇xi))2 + (∇yr − τt(∇yi))2

It minimizes a different norm. But they are based on the same
threshold function.



Logvinenko’s illusion
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Figure: Top: Results from the PDE method. Bottom: Results from

L1-Retinex method.



Adelson’s checker shadow illusion

X: 144 Y: 68
RGB: 102, 93, 94

X: 139 Y: 111
RGB: 144, 137, 135

X: 144 Y: 68
RGB: 94, 76, 82

X: 139 Y: 111
RGB: 152, 135, 139

Figure: Top: Results from the PDE method. Bottom: Results from the

L1-Retinex method.

RGB PDE L1-Retinex

P1 (102,93,94) (94,76,82)

P2 (144,137,135) (152,135,139)



Influence of threshold t

Original t = 5

t = 7.5 t = 10



PDE model vs Variational model

The PDE method is simple and use less time.

Variational method gets better results.

They are based on the same threshold function.
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Future Work

A possible future work is on the threshold function. If we
modify the threshold function, we may get more efficient models
to recover reflectance or enhance the images. For example,
Morel suggested an upper bound threshold function.



Future Work

Upper bound threshold function:

ηt,T (s) =







0 if s < t

s if t ≤ s ≤ T

T if s > T

colorbalanced reflectance reflectance

Original Traditional Upper bound



Future Work

Any new idea?


